DHB150
150 Watt LED Disk High Bay

Product Description
Much brighter than conventional metal halide high bays, this high power LED high bay is small enough for easy installation but powerful enough to deliver 19,500 lumens.

Features
• Material: Forged aluminum integrated fins allow superior heat dissipation while reducing fixture weight.
• Reflector: Built-in aluminum reflector eliminates the need for accessories.
• Optical: High lumen LEDs with a protective clear tempered glass for 120° distribution pattern.
• Replaces up to 400 watt HID
• 120° Beam angle is standard
• Lumens: 19,500
• Input Voltage: 120-277V
• Amps: 1.25-120V / 0.54-277V
• Surge Protection: 4KV
• LEDs: Samsung
• Driver: Sosen
• Color Temperature: 5000K
• Power: 150 Watts
• Power Factor: >90
• Lumens Per Watt: 130
• Rated Hours: 50,000 Hours - LM70
• Dimming: 0-10V Standard dimming.
• Color: Matte black finish
• Weight: 7.75 lbs.
• Installation: 2 Inch diameter circular hook easily threads on top of fixture. Safety chain made of aircraft cable is included. 1 ft. long power cord is included for quick installation.
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